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Abstract 
Learning analytics is measurement and analysis of learning data collected from learning 
environments, learning analytics focus on learners to predict their academic performance in the 
classroom. This paper is conducted to predict students’ academic performance of fourth-year bachelor 
students in the Information Security course, and a classification algorithm is used to predict final 
student grades. The data set used in this study consists of student’s cumulative GPA, grade scores in 
pre-requisite course, and scores on two mid-term exams; these data were collected from 5-year period 
intakes from 2014 until 2018. The extracted knowledge out of this research will be used to identify and 
predict the student performance to determine the students’ level of success in the information security 
course which can assist at-risk students in making appropriate intervention decisions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Educational systems in educational institutions allow their members to view the grades obtained by 
students during their careers. Through these academic data for students of educational institutions, 
decision-makers in these educational institutions can explore relationships that may lead to solutions 
to the problems that may student facing during his or her educational career. Studying the substantial 
academic data of students of any educational institution that has been collected for many years and 
contained in educational systems is an essential resource for finding solutions to problems that may 
occur during school years. This process is called the mining of learning data, and it uses various data 
mining techniques, which are intended to be used in educational institutions to predict the 
performance of students to avoid students stumbling in the subjects. Data mining can be used to find a 
logical explanation of the problems, and it uses predictive analysis to extract a hidden pattern and to 
discover the relationships between the parameters contained in the extensive educational data of the 
students. Predictive analysis can also be carried out through the statistical algorithm and automatic 
learning. 

2 RELATED WORKS 
Data mining have been applied in academic to reveal unknown patterns and trends. Many researchers 
have involved in data mining in education, especially in the grading system. The study uses a variety 
of algorithms. Research conducted by [1] defined some variables called predictor variables which 
used to assess the student in higher education. Predictor variables used in this research include the 
percentage of presence, quiz, homework, module report, and midterm examination. Seven hundred 
eighty-two data used as a training data for the system and result validation, the research used cross-
validation method to generate testing data to measure accuracy. Finally, the study used a K-Nearest 
Neighbor algorithm as a classification algorithm to predict a student’s final grade. The system 
accuracy of prediction of student’s final grade reached 70.15%. Ahmed and Elaraby [2] explored the 
topic of a student’s performance. This research used data mining classification; specifically, they used 
decision three methods to discover association, classification, clustering, and outlier detection rules. 
The size of the data set was 1548 records collected from the student database used in one of the 
educational institutions. Guo [3] investigated the issue of student’s performance in a mathematics 
course in predicting whether students can pass or fail the course.  

3 METHODOLOGY 
Educational institutions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia evaluate students' academic performance 
through the grades students receive in the course subjects during each semester. These marks 
include two mid-test scores (the first half test is in the fifth week and the second half is in the first 
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semester), the quizzes marks, the lab marks, the final test scores (in the 14 th week) and the GPA. 
The student must obtain a final score between 60 and 100 to be successful in the course. In this 
study, information security was selected (CPIT425). This study applies to the Information Security 
course (CPIT425). Students of the Department of Information Technology, Faculty of Computing and 
Information Technology, King Abdulaziz University, study this course, and when they at the eighth 
level (fourth year). 
This study uses the classification technique on the dataset for the students of the CPIT425 to develop 
a prediction model for the performance of students in this course. This study applies several steps to 
build the prediction model. The first of these steps was to identify the prediction variables or specific 
features used to predict the student's performance and precisely predict the student's final grade. In 
the second step, the preprocessing of the collected data is clarified. After that, the dataset is divided 
into two parts: training data and test data. The fourth step illustrates building the prediction model, and 
in the last step, how to measure the accuracy of the predictions model will be illustrated. 

3.1 Defining predictive variables 
Predictive variables are variables that are used to predict final student grade, and they extracted from 
the actual evaluation system used to evaluate students in educational institutes. This study uses the 
following predictive variables (1) first mid-term exam (Mid-1) (2) second mid-term exam (Mid-2) (3) 
final exam (F-Exam) (4) laboratory (lab) (5) project (6) quizzes (7) prerequisite course (CPIT370) (8) 
Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA).  

3.2 Data preprocessing 
The author of this study has collected samples of the dataset for five years. He manages this because 
he teaches the CPIT425 since 2010. Samples include marks for the Mid-1, Mid-2, F=Exam, lab, 
project, quizzes, CPIT370 and CPIT370. The prerequisite course mark and CGPA collected from the 
educational system that is used to manipulate students educational information called 
“On Demand University Services” (ODUS). The size of the dataset used for the prediction model is 
150 samples. Table 1 shows the dataset samples. Preprocessing applied to the dataset to improve the 
result of the prediction model. The dataset includes data that is inappropriate data that does not help 
give accurate data. The first issue, data is unequal in different semesters such as weighting for the 
final exam, laboratory, and project. The preprocessing process makes sure that the data are equal 
and are have the same weight. The second issue was to remove the student's information who did 
drop the CPIT425.  

Table 1. Sample dataset using ninth predictors. 

 

Moreover, removing graduate students information who studied the CPIT425, but they did not study 
the prerequisite course. At the end of the preprocessing process, the dataset was clean from any 
invalid information. The predictors in the dataset initially at different scales; therefore, the predictors 
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need to normalize to unify the scales. The predictor variables that normalized are Mid-1, Mid-2, F-
Exam, lab, project, Quizzes,  CPIT370, and CGPA. These predictor variables were normalized within 
the range [0,1]. Table 1 and table 2 show the dataset before and after normalization. The normalized 
scores Yi is calculated based on the following equation: 

 Yi = [Xi - min(X)]/[max(X) - min(X)]  (1) 

Table 2. Dataset before normalization. 

 

Table 3. Dataset after normalization. 

 

The last preprocessing step is to rearrange the samples by randomly mixing up them.  The cleared 
dataset is divided into two divisions: training data and test data. The training data includes 130 
samples, and the remaining 20 comes under the test data.  

3.3 Building prediction model 
The prediction model is built based on Machine Learning algorithms, namely the K-nearest neighbor 
(KNN) algorithm, KNN is a classification algorithm. KNN predicts the value by learning from neighbors 
(training data). The number of learned neighbors is defined by the value of K [4].  The advantages of 
KNN takes less time to do the calculation, interprets the output effortlessly, and predictive power [5].   
Prediction model will predict the final student grade in CPIT425, and the prediction grades (class 
labels) could be one of the following labels A+, A-, B+, B-, C+, C-, and F. For implementing KNN in 
this study, RStudio tool was used [6].  

3.4 Prediction model accuracy 
The training data is 130 samples of the dataset (86%) is fed to the prediction model, after that the 
prediction model is tested by the testing data to measure the accuracy of the prediction mode. The 
testing data is 20 samples, which are 20% of the dataset. The accuracy of the prediction model will be 
calculated by applying the following equation: 

 accuracy  = Correct predictions / total prediction*100 (2) 

Table 4. shows the accuracy result with a different value of K.  
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Table 4. Accuracy percentage with different k. 

 

4 RESULTS 
The prediction model will have the highest prediction rate when the k value is 3 and the accuracy 45%. 
The Confusion Matrix best evaluates the prediction model performance because it shows the mapping 
of all prediction with a possible all class labels. The confusion matrix table can be seen in Table 5. 

Table 5. Confusion Matrix for k=3. 

. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the prediction model built based on the KNN algorithm. The prediction model will be used 
to predict the final student grade of CPIT425. The best prediction of the model for the final student 
grade by using k =3 and the accuracy of the prediction model is 45%. The dataset used for the 
experiment includes 150 student’s data. The predictor's variables were selected based they have been 
used in educational institutes in the Kungod of Saudi Arabia to evaluate their students.  
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